PREMIUM SLATWALL
ACCESSORIES

LINEA

Garage Organization Storage Solutions

*
How to install the

LINEA Locking Clip
To Install:
1.
Place your accessory onto the
slatwall in the desired position.
2. Insert the LINEA locking clip into the
top slot of your LINEA accessory.
3. Lift the accessory upwards, then
press the locking clip to secure the
accessory in place.

To Un-Install:
1.
To remove the accessory when locked,
free the locking clip by hand or place
the thicker side of an open wrench
under one side of the locking clip to
gently leverage the clip open.
2. Once the clip is disengaged, shift it
back and forth until the clip is free.
3. Remove accessory from slatwall,
reposition as desired, and repeat
installation steps.

Organization
Solutions

LINEA is crafted with a modern approach to
providing stylish and secure organization.

Locking System

Easily and quickly locks accessories in place
on your Garage Living slatwall system.
Withstands shifting and sliding when
removing and replacing personal items.

Style

Modern + Sleek

Material & Finish

Durable metal with granite matte
sandtex powder-coated finish.

Added Protection

Heavier belongings rest on a bumper-like,
safeguarded surface. This rubber-coated plastisol
finish adds extra grip, a layer of protection when
storing or removing your items, and performs as
a sound-dampening buffer.

Compatibility

All Garage Living Slatwall

Product
Innovation

With innovative products frequently being
added to the LINEA line of accessories, ask
your Design Consultant about new releases.

PREMIUM SLATWALL
ACCESSORIES

LINEA
Utility Hooks
For Slatwall Organization
For small to large items, select
from a variety of LINEA hooks
to organize your wall storage.
Each LINEA hook is plastisolcoated for extra grip.
Ideal for storing items such as:
•

Small step stools to larger
ladders

•

Extension cords, and hoses

•

Camping gear, tents, sleeping
bags, and folding chairs

•

Fitness equipment, yoga
mats, aerobic steps, tension
bands, and hoops

•

Pool maintenance equipment,
nets, poles, and pool ladders

•

Sports equipment,
skateboards, hockey nets,
and baseball bats

•

Lawn care equipment, leaf
blowers, lawn edgers, hedge
trimmers, and small wheel
barrels

•

Gardening rakes, spades,
shovels, and brooms

•

Nautical sports equipment,
tow ropes, life jackets, buoys,
lifesavers, paddleboards,
wakeboards, kayaks, canoes,
paddles, and oars

LINEA Coat Hook

(22605)

(22615)

LINEA Recycling Bin Hook

LINEA J Hook

LINEA 5" Utility Hook

(22610)

(22609)

(22607)

Approved for 150 lbs load capacity.

(22604)

(22619)

*

*

LINEA 8" Double Hook

LINEA Picture Frame
Hook

LINEA 10" Utility Hook

LINEA 4" Double Hook
Approved for 150 lbs load capacity.

(22608)

*

LINEA Fire Extinguisher Holder
An identifiable and accessible
solution, providing an
added level of safety for
your family.
(22617)

LINEA Versatile Shelf Bracket
Approved for 130 lbs load capacity.

Each bracket accommodates
three or more hangers.
Use a pair of brackets to
create a shelf.
(22613)

PREMIUM SLATWALL
ACCESSORIES

LINEA

LINEA Paper Towel Holder
This oversized paper towel holder
accommodates large rolls. The tip is designed
to secure the roll when in use. Perfect
beside a garage sink.

LINEA Deep Mesh Basket

LINEA Hose Reel / Universal
Mounting Bracket

This ventilated basket is great for storing
items such as toys, sports equipment,
boots, shoes, and more.

Bracket slides along the slatwall allowing you
to locate the hose reel to your preference.
[Hose reel sold separately]

(22616)

(22620)

(22614)

*

LINEA 30" X 15" Solid Angled Shoe Shelf

LINEA Heavy Duty Shelf **
Approved for 400 lbs load capacity.

Tapered shoe shelf displays your footwear
at a moderate angle, making them easy to
identify and highly accessible.

An open shelving solution perfect for
easy storage and access to bigger and
heavier items.

(22632)

36" (22554)
46" (22555)

*

*

LINEA Versatile Rail Shelf
This multi-use rail shelf provides a
wide surface for large objects, as
well as individual rails from which
smaller items can be hung.

LINEA 72" X 16" Wire Shelf
Approved for 450 lbs load capacity.

LINEA Solid Shelf **

Open Wire Shelves are sleek and can be
easily cut to custom lengths, tailored to

Versatile Rail Shelf 23" x 14" | (22622)

(22621)

Versatile Rail Shelf 36" x 14" | (22624)

Approved for 200 lbs load capacity.

Versatile Rail Shelf 46" x 14" | (22625)

Works with the following:

Solid shelf storage solution
in four convenient sizes.
Shelf depth is 15”.

LINEA 16" Wire Shelf Bracket

23" (22628)
30" (22629)

LINEA Wire Shelf End Caps

| 36" (22630)
| 46" (22631)

Versatile Rail Shelf 30" x 14" | (22623)

Works with the following:

(22603)
(22627)

Approved for 130 lbs load capacity.

x

15

LINEA Versatile Shelf Bracket

(22613)
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LINEA Wall Mounted Tire Rack **

LINEA Golf Caddy With Shoe Shelf **

The heavy-duty wall-mounted tire racks are great
for organizing your seasonal and spare tires.

Holds one or two golf bags on the top shelf, and shoes on
a ventilated shelf beneath. Mounts on our slatwall system.

46" (3900GLTR46)

SINGLE (22634)

|

52" (3900BHTRGRT)

LINEA Ski Holder

LINEA Fishing Rod Holder

Holds one set of downhill or
Nordic skis and ski poles.

A two-part system that supports
one fishing rod. Perfect for
off-shore, flyfishing, and
recreational rods.

(22612)

(22618)

| DOUBLE (3900BHGCGRT)

LINEA Vertical Bike Bracket

Works with the following racks:

A two-part adapter to
secure LINEA vertical
bicycle storage racks to
Garage Living slatwall.
Each rack hangs one
bike from the front
wheel, off the wall, while
supporting the back
wheel in alignment.

LINEA Vertical Bike Racks:
ClassicBike Rack
(9000SRCL)
FatBike Rack
(9000SRFT)
FenderBike
(9000SRFR)

LINEA Universal Bike Rack

LINEA Helmet Holder

This two-part system securely
holds all bicycle frame sizes
from child to adult and styles
from racing to mountain bikes.

Securely holds and displays
one motorcycle or bicycle
helmet in place.

(22602)

SOLD IN PAIRS
(22606)

(22611)

LINEA Slatwall Accessory Locking Clip (22601)

garageliving.com

*Independently quality tested | **Flat packed. Assembly required.

MountainBike
(9000SRMO)
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